Gastrointestinal Dysfunction in Critical Illness: A Review of Scoring Tools.
Gastrointestinal dysfunction/failure (GDF) is a common feature of critical illness. There is no consensus on the best way to measure severity of GDF. The aim of this systematic review was to evaluate and compare all gastrointestinal dysfunction scoring tools (GDSTs) to determine aspects that might be useful to construct a new gut scoring tool for intensive care patients. A comprehensive database search of MEDLINE and EMBASE on GDSTs in acute, surgical, and critically ill patients was conducted. Extraction of data was conducted for study characteristics, GDST domains, feasibility of the scoring process, clinical outcomes, and quality of life attributes; independent authors conducted the search, applied the selection criteria, and extracted the data. Methodological quality of studies was assessed. A GDST matrix was created using 14 scoring tools and was evaluated for validity. The 14 GDSTs identified were used in different clinical settings, including critical illness, acute intestinal failure, gastrointestinal disorders, and postoperative patients. There was marked variation between these GDSTs. There is a lack of emphasis in the use of objective laboratory parameters and gut-specific biomarkers to measure GDF in majority of the studies. The overall quality of evidence was poor, and most tools lacked formal validation. This review has highlighted the lack of an agreed and validated approach to scoring GDF in critical illness. The identified aspects of GDF relevant to critical illness should now be incorporated in a new scoring tool and prospectively tested in intensive care patients.